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a bit of understanding of rs load balancing helps make this easier. the first step is to have your rss (the nodes that are the machines with the hbas) running in a clusters. each cluster will have 2 or more rss; the rss that belong to the same cluster will run on the same machine. each rs belongs to a machine cluster. from the 2 or more rss in a
cluster, a replica of the table is made on each rs. each rs hosts a region to be made available to clients. each rs has a region cache (hbase.regionserver.global.memstore.size ). this has to be in the range of 128-256 mb. the number of regions that rs can have is determined by the memstore size and the max regions per server. for example, if each
rs has 256 mb, then each rs can have 16 regions, which makes sense because 1 tb is 16 regions. if memstore size is 256 mb, then each rs can have 256 mb of memstores. if memstore size is 128 mb, then each rs can have 8 regions. if this is the case, then you will need more than one rs per machine cluster for any given sized table. hbase clients
create temporary files when they open or update a region or a memstore, and delete these files when they are closed. however, it is possible that some of these files could remain in the system and even be reused. this can lead to serious problems when the tables are being loaded or when the region server is being restarted. a good way to avoid
this problem is to force the deletion of the temporary files every time a region or a memstore is closed. this can be done by setting the hbase.rpc.shared.temp.dir configuration parameter. the default value for this parameter is /tmp/hbase-temp-dir. this parameter can be set to /tmp/hbase-temp-dir or any directory which is writable by the user of
the process. this directory must not contain any other files or directories.
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continuing with locking, the procedure-based assignments lock will report the success/failure of its operations. this can be seen by any other assignments manager (e.g., those running in the bk) running hbase(get dfs:hdfs://..) to check. however, when this is done, it causes the assmblies to stop working completely. so the official route to check
the status of these get-put-delete operations is as follows: an assmblies owner is responsible for managing the assmblies (note that this includes both the assmblies and the assmblies manager). it is up to the assmblies owner to know what the requirements for running concurrent operations on one region/table are. there are no assumptions
made by the hbase server or the assmblies owner about how to manage concurrency control. the same assmblies owner will watch one table and this assmblies can run concurrently with operations on another (if it chooses to); the region itself is configured to do this. assmblies owners are expected to be responsible for managing concurrent

operations for their tables (if they chose). if a user chooses to use assignments.setassignmenttimeoutinmillis, a new property can be added to the regionserver configuration setting (as described below). the new property takes 2 arguments, the original (lower bound) and current (upper bound) values. the default values of each of these
parameters is configurable through a property in the hbase-site.xml, depending on the execution environment. the documented generic values are all available for each parameter (see the command line options sections for the full list). the following values are available in the default hbase-site.xml: hbase.wal.size: for the wal size to keep; this is

an integer (in megabytes) hbase.time.ms: for wal retention time; this is a time in milliseconds. hbase.fsync.interval.ms: for wal fsyncing interval; this is an integer (in milliseconds). this is a start value for the fsync on write logic.journal.fsync: for wal fsyncing interval; this is an integer (in milliseconds). this is an end value for the fsync on write
logic. 5ec8ef588b
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